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Abstract: Precise Point Positioning (PPP), as a global precise positioning technique, suffers from
relatively long convergence times, hindering its ability to be the default precise positioning technique.
Reducing the PPP convergence time is a must to reach global precise positions, and doing so in a few
minutes to seconds can be achieved thanks to the additional frequencies that are being broadcast by
the modernized GNSS constellations. Due to discrepancies in the number of signals broadcast by each
satellite/constellation, it is necessary to have a model that can process a mix of signals, depending
on availability, and perform ambiguity resolution (AR), a technique that proved necessary for rapid
convergence. This manuscript does so by expanding the uncombined Decoupled Clock Model to
process and fix ambiguities on up to three frequencies depending on availability for GPS, Galileo,
and BeiDou. GLONASS is included as well, without carrier-phase ambiguity fixing. Results show
the possibility of consistent quasi-instantaneous global precise positioning through an assessment
of the algorithm on a network of global stations, as the 67th percentile solution converges below
10 cm horizontal error within 2 min, compared to 8 min with a triple-frequency solution, showing
the importance of having a flexible PPP-AR model frequency-wise. In terms of individual datasets,
14% of datasets converge instantaneously when mixing dual- and triple-frequency measurements,
compared to just 0.1% in that of dual-frequency mode without ambiguity resolution. Two kinematic
car datasets were also processed, and it was shown that instantaneous centimetre-level positioning
with a moving receiver is possible. These results are promising as they only rely on ultra-rapid global
satellite products, allowing for instantaneous real-time precise positioning without the need for any
local infrastructure or prior knowledge of the receiver’s environment.

Keywords: precise point positioning; decoupled clock model; ambiguity resolution; multi-GNSS;
multifrequency; kinematic

1. Introduction

The Precise Point Positioning (PPP) technique noticeably evolved since its early con-
ception. The technique was intended as a precise positioning alternative that would reduce
the computational burden in network static relative baseline processing, and would only
require a stand-alone receiver [1,2], as opposed to, e.g., Real-Time Kinematics (RTK), which
requires the presence of and communication with nearby base stations [3,4]. Because of
the latter technique requiring local infrastructure to provide precise positioning, PPP is
becoming the de facto global precise positioning technique, as it only requires globally esti-
mated satellite corrections [5]. However, the technique is known to suffer from relatively
long convergence times [6,7] due to its large number of states to be estimated, especially
the satellite-dependent ionospheric and ambiguity states. Ambiguity resolution proved to
be a valuable tool in reducing convergence time [8–10], as making use of the integer nature
of the ambiguities allows for faster fixing to their correct values instead of waiting for them
to converge.
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To be able to fix ambiguities to their integer values, the classic PPP model has to
be modified to remove any biases from the ambiguity estimates, done through between-
satellite single-differencing. The PPP-AR model used in this research is the Decoupled
Clock Model (DCM). The model was first introduced in [11] and it is based on the assump-
tion that the pseudorange and carrier-phase measurements are not synchronized to the
same level of precision. This difference in precision is assumed to be due to the hardware
delays that affect differently measurements on the same frequency. Therefore, rather than
having the same receiver clock for both sets of pseudorange and carrier-phase measure-
ments, the DCM estimates a separate receiver clock for the pseudorange and carrier-phase
measurements. Doing so decouples both measurements and allows for integer estimation
of the ambiguities. These ambiguities are single-differenced relative to a reference satellite
for which the ambiguities are set to arbitrary integer values.

The original DCM was based on an ionosphere-free combination of GPS pseudorange
and carrier-phase measurements, as well as the Melbourne–Wübenna (MW) combination,
allowing for fixing of widelane (WL) and narrowlane (NL) ambiguities. The DCM was
later expanded into an extended version—the Extended DCM—for which the Melbourne–
Wübenna combination is split into two separate observables: a narrowlane pseudorange
and a widelane carrier-phase [12]. Doing so allows for the estimation of the ionospheric
delays, which in turn makes the constraining of said delays possible. This enables the
so-called PPP-RTK for which regional ionospheric maps can be used to improve PPP
performance and approach RTK levels of accuracy and convergence time [7,13], as well as
the use of global ionospheric maps (GIM), which are less accurate [13,14].

Recent years saw the addition of a third GPS frequency on L5 (1176.45 MHz) on top
of the typical L1 (1575.42 MHz) and L2 (1227.6 MHz), as well as the addition of other
constellations with multiple frequencies. The current GNSS landscape consists of four
GNSSs: the latest generations of GPS satellites broadcast on L1, L2, and L5, while older
generations do not broadcast on L5. Galileo satellites broadcast on four frequencies E1,
E5a, E6, and E5b, with the option to track AltBOC (Alternative Binary Offset Carrier), a
modulation combining E5a and E5b with reduced measurement noise. BeiDou was also
designed to broadcast on multiple frequencies through two generations. The BeiDou-2
generation broadcasts on three frequencies (B1-2 at 1561.098 MHz, B2b at 1207.14 MHz, and
B3 at 1268.52 MHz), while the newest BeiDou-3 generation broadacasts on five frequencies
(B1 and B2a that coincide with GPS L1 and L5, respectively, and B1-2, B2 and B3, which
coincide with BeiDou-2 signals). GLONASS also broadcasts on multiple frequencies,
though the signal structure is different from other constellations: the constellation uses a
frequency division multiple access (FDMA) technique, leading to each satellite broadcasting
on a separate frequency. The constellation is being modernized, with new satellites being
launched that broadcast on three code division multiple access (CDMA) frequencies:
a similar technique as other GNSS constellations. All of these new GNSS signals and
constellations were shown to have direct positive impacts on PPP performance [15–18].

Given all the frequencies being broadcast by an ever-growing number of satellites,
it is necessary to move away from a combined view of measurement processing into an
uncombined method to simplify the models and limit the number of possible combinations.
Combined here refers to forming a linear combination of measurements, while uncombined
refers to processing the raw measurements without combining the measurements. An
uncombined variation of the DCM was introduced in [19], for which a triple-frequency
model was derived. The model’s performance was assessed using the Galileo constellation
and the benefits of adding a third frequency to AR processing were established. In this
manuscript, the triple-frequency DCM model is extended to other constellations, leading
to a four-GNSS PPP solution for which ambiguities are resolved on GPS, Galileo and
BeiDou. Ambiguity resolution is not attempted on GLONASS, as it is challenging due
to the FDMA signal structure. On top of including all major constellations, the results
presented within this manuscript make use of all available frequencies, up to a maximum
of three frequencies. Indeed, while many satellites broadcast on three frequencies, many
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still only broadcast on two, such as GPS-II satellites for instance. Excluding such satellites
in a triple-frequency solution would lead to a degradation of the performance compared to
that of a dual-frequency solution in which those satellites are included. This manuscript
processes both dual-frequency and triple-frequency satellites simultaneously, and fixes
their ambiguities as well. Doing so requires careful handling of the PPP states, as well
as the reference satellite choice. The focus from this work is to expand the uncombined
triple-frequency DCM into an all-constellation model, as well as to allow simultaneous
processing of dual- and triple-frequency measurements from all four GNSS constellations.

The proposed algorithm is tested on a network of IGS stations for which hourly
datasets were processed over a week. A comparison of performance between a solution
with only dual-frequency satellites, only triple-frequency satellites, and a mix of dual- and
triple-frequency satellites (referred to as mixed dual-/triple-frequency in the rest of the
manuscript) is introduced first. The comparison is followed by an analysis of the mixed
dual-/triple-frequency results through a convergence time and accuracy analysis, as well
as a typical performance of a sample dataset. Finally, the algorithm is tested on kinematic
automotive data that show the possibility of instantaneous centimetre-level positioning
with a moving receiver. The manuscript ends with conclusions and future work proposal.

2. Materials and Methods

This section describes the mathematical model used for the processing of the data,
and provides an overview of the data that was processed and the processing strategies.

2.1. Uncombined Dual- and Triple-Frequency Multi-GNSS Decoupled Clock Model

This subsection starts with the introduction of the general PPP observation equations,
followed by a description of the uncombined DCM equations and how to properly deal
with the combination of dual- and triple-frequency observations. The section ends with
a discussion of the aspects that need to be taken into account when processing multiple
constellations and frequencies, mainly when it comes to the reference satellite.

2.1.1. PPP Observation Equations

To define and clarify the notation that is being used for the uncombined Decoupled
Clock Model, the general PPP equations are introduced. Consider a receiver r, and a satellite
s. The pseudorange and carrier-phase observation equations on frequency i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}
are defined as:{

Ps
r,i = ρs

r + c(dtr − dts) + γi Is
1 + Ms

r Tr+ ( br,i − bs
i ) + εPi

Φs
r,i = ρs

r + c(dtr − dts)− γi Is
1 + Ms

r Tr + λi (Ns
i + Br,i − Bs

i ) + εΦi

(1)

Ps
r,i and Φs

r,i are the pseudorange and carrier-phase measurements, respectively, ρs
r is

the geometric range. c is the speed of light in a vacuum, and dtr and dts are the receiver

and satellite clocks, respectively. γi =
f 2
1

f 2
i

is the ratio of frequencies to be applied to the first

frequency’s ionospheric delay Is
1. Ms

r is the mapping function that needs to be applied to the
zenith tropospheric delay Tr to recover the slant tropospheric delay. λi is the wavelength
corresponding to frequency i, with the integer ambiguity on that frequency being defined
as Ns

i . br,i and bs
i are the receiver and satellite pseudorange hardware biases, respectively,

while Br,i and Bs
i are the receiver and satellite carrier-phase hardware biases, respectively.

εPi and εΦi contain residual errors on the pseudorange and carrier-phase measurements,
respectively, in the form of multipath, measurement noise, unmodelled errors, etc.

2.1.2. Uncombined Dual- and Triple-Frequency DCM

The model introduced in Equation (1) is singular and cannot be resolved. A reparame-
terization is therefore necessary to reduce the number of states to be estimated and to group
some states together. The triple-frequency model used in this research was derived from
first principles in [19]. The derivation is omitted in this manuscript, though a discussion of
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the equations and of the model is still included. The complete triple-frequency model used
in this research is summarized in Equation (2).

Ps
1 = ρs

r + c(dtr − dts) + γ1 I1 + Ms
r .Tr −bs

1 +εP1

Ps
2 = ρs

r + c(dtr − dts) + γ2 I1 + Ms
r .Tr −bs

2 +εP2

Ps
3 = ρs

r + c(dtr − dts) + γ3 I1 + Ms
r .Tr −bs

3 +IFBr +εP3

Φs
1 = ρs

r + c(δtr − dts)− γ1 I1 + Ms
r .Tr+ λ1(Ns

1 −Bs
1) +εΦ1

Φs
2 = ρs

r + c(δtr − dts)− γ2 I1 + Ms
r .Tr+ λ2(Ns

2 −Bs
2) +δt12 +εΦ2

Φs
3 = ρs

r + c(δtr − dts)− γ3 I1 + Ms
r .Tr+ λ3(Ns

3 −Bs
3) +δt13 +εΦ3

(2)

Compared to Equation (1), Equation (2) contains reparameterized states, as well as
additional states, some of which are specific to the DCM, while others are not:

• Two receiver clock terms are present in the equation: a pseudorange clock, defined

as: cdtr = cdtr +
f 2
1

f 2
1− f 2

2
br,1 −

f 2
2

f 2
1− f 2

2
br,2 and a carrier-phase clock defined as: cδtr =

cδtr + λ1(δNre f
1 + Br,1)− (br,1 − br,2). This decoupling of the clocks is a consequence

of using the DCM, as both terms are biased versions of dtr and δtr, the pseudorange
and carrier-phase clocks, respectively. Both state terms are affected by receiver biases,
with the carrier-phase clock being affected by the reference satellite’s ambiguity as
well, which is discussed in more detail later.

• The ionospheric delay term absorbs the ionosphere-free combination of the receiver

pseudorange biases in the form: Is
1 = Is

1 −
f 2
2

f 2
1− f 2

2
(br,1 − br,2). When trying to use

external ionospheric corrections, either global or regional corrections, the biases have
to be separated from the ionospheric delay state term. The biases can be estimated
as separate state terms, as long as additional observations of the ionospheric delays
are present.

• Ns
i are the integer single-differenced ambiguities relative to the reference satellite. The

single-differencing is performed implicitly without having to explicitly difference the
measurements or ambiguities from different satellites. The implicit single-difference
is a consequence of the decoupling of the clocks, as the phase measurements lose their
datum—typically set by the pseudorange measurements through the receiver clock.
The new datum is set by the reference satellite, as its ambiguities are fixed to arbitrary
integers and they are not estimated. Doing so not only leads to all ambiguities being
single-differenced, but also recovers the datum in the phase measurements, as each
frequency’s datum is being set by the reference satellite’s ambiguity on that frequency.

• An interfrequency bias term appears in the third frequency’s pseudorange measure-

ment equation, expressed as: IFBr =
f 2
3− f 2

1
f 2
1− f 2

2
br,1 −

f 2
3− f 2

2
f 2
1− f 2

2
br,2 + br,3. The term arises

from the fact that the other state terms cannot absorb the additional receiver bias that
comes with the third pseudorange measurement, as opposed to the first and second
frequency receiver pseudorange biases, which are absorbed by the receiver pseudor-
ange clock and ionospheric delay. Ignoring this state term leads to it appearing in the
pseudorange residuals, and potentially affecting the estimation of other states.

• Equation (2) also contains two state terms which are specific to the DCM, referred to
here as the receiver L2 phase bias δt12, and the receiver L3 phase bias δt13. The two

state terms are defined as: δt12 = λ2(δNre f
2 + Br,2)− λ1(δNre f

1 + Br,1)−
f 2
1 + f 2

2
f 2
1− f 2

2
(br,1 −

br,2) and δt13 =
f 2
2− f 2

3
f 2
1− f 2

2
(br,1 − br,2) − λ1(δNre f

1 + Br,1) + λ3(δNre f
3 + Br,3). Both state

terms contain receiver biases, as well as the reference satellite’s ambiguities.

In the decoupled clock model, assumptions regarding the behaviour of the biases
are not made. Therefore, any state term containing receiver biases should be treated as
a clock term and be estimated as a white noise process. That is the case for the receiver
pseudorange clock dtr, receiver carrier-phase clock δtr, the interfrequency bias IFBr, the
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receiver L2 phase bias δt12, and the receiver L3 phase bias δt13. The ionospheric delays are
estimated as white noise processes as well.

2.1.3. Reference Satellite and Multi-GNSS Considerations

As mentioned in the previous section, one satellite has to be chosen as reference to set
the datum in the carrier-phase measurements that lost their datum when decoupling the re-
ceiver clocks. Doing so results in additional parameters needing to be estimated in the form
of δt12 and δt13. When dealing with multiple constellations, the PPP user has to be mindful
of intersystem biases. Indeed, all receiver clocks and biases are constellation-dependent
due to constellations being processed by different processing units in the receivers, as well
as due to the presence of intersystem time biases [20,21]. It is therefore typical to estimate
separate clock/bias terms for each constellation, or to take one constellation as a reference
for which the clock/bias is estimated, and then estimate the difference between other
constellation clocks/biases and the reference clock/bias [16,22]. In this research, the first
strategy is adopted: one set of receiver clocks and biases is estimated for each constellation,
and all those state terms are treated as clock-like terms by being estimated as white noise
processes. The complete set of states to be estimated, as well as the number of states to be
estimated depending on the number of constellations and frequencies to be processed is
summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. States and number of states to be estimated for each constellation and frequency. A cross in state term dependency
column means that a state term is either receiver-, constellation-, or satellite-dependent. A cross in measurement type
column specifies whether pseudorange or carrier-phase measurements are used to estimate state. A cross in frequency band
column means that measurements on selected frequency are used to estimate state term.

State Term Dependency (One Per ...) Measurement Type Frequency Band

Receiver Constellation Satellite Code Phase 1 2 3
Receiver coordinates X X X X X X
Wet tropospheric delay X X X X X X
Receiver pseudorange clock X X X X X
Receiver carrier-phase clock X X X X X
Receiver L2 phase bias X X X
Receiver L3 phase bias X X X
Receiver IFB X X X

Slant ionospheric delay X X X X X X
L1 ambiguity X X X
L2 ambiguity X X X
L3 ambiguity X X X

Given the dependency of the receiver clock and bias states on the constellation, and
knowing that the reference satellite’s ambiguities are directly correlated with the receiver
clocks and biases (as was shown in the previous section), it is necessary to select one
reference satellite for each constellation. Fortunately, having as many reference satellites as
there are constellations being processed does not negatively impact the degrees of freedom
of the system. Indeed, let us consider one constellation with N frequencies being processed.
Compared to the classical float PPP model, the DCM contains the additional receiver phase
clock (one state term, common to all frequencies), and the receiver phase bias terms δt12 and
δt13. In dual-frequency mode, the receiver phase clock δtr and δt12 need to be estimated,
which is compensated for by the fact that the two ambiguities for the reference satellite are
not estimated and they are fixed to arbitrary integers. In triple-frequency mode, on top of
δtr and δt12, δt13 is estimated too; all three are compensated for by the reference satellite’s
three ambiguities not needing to be estimated. These observations apply to the multi-GNSS
context, as one reference satellite is selected per constellation, and a set of receiver clocks
and biases has to be estimated for each constellation as well.
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The fact that the datum of the carrier-phase measurements is set by the reference
satellite’s ambiguities means that the reference satellite choice must depend on the number
of frequencies available for the constellation in question. Indeed, for the GPS constellation
for example, if only dual-frequency satellites are visible to the receiver, then the reference
satellite can be dual-frequency. However, as soon as a triple-frequency satellite is included
in the processing, the reference satellite must be switched to one of the triple-frequency
satellites to set the datum on the third frequency. The reference satellite must therefore
contain as many frequencies as the maximum number of frequencies in its constellation. A
summary of the strategy of reference satellite choice is provided in Figure 1. The summary
only focuses on the impact of the number of frequencies on the reference satellite choice.
Other parameters need to be taken into account when making the choice, such as choosing
a satellite that was processed for a long enough time that its ambiguities are correctly
estimated, and a satellite that has the highest elevation angle and signal-to-noise ratio
among the available satellites, etc. Note that another approach can be used when setting
the datum for phase measurements, as the datum on each frequency does not have to be
set by the same satellite. As a consequence, instead of requiring the reference satellite to
have as many frequencies as processed for its constellation, the datum on the first two
frequencies can be set by a dual-frequency satellite, while the datum on the third frequency
can be set by one of the triple-frequency satellites’ third frequency phase measurement.

Figure 1. Reference satellite choice strategy when processing a combination of dual- and triple-
frequency satellites.

2.2. Data and Processing

The algorithms described above are tested on two sets of data. One worldwide
set of stations from the International GNSS Service (IGS) is chosen to assess the global
performance of the algorithms, as well as to draw conclusions on areas of improvement.
Another set of kinematic data were collected by placing a geodetic receiver on a car and
driving in a surburban environment, where the purpose is to highlight the benefits from the
additional frequencies to achieve instantaneous precise positioning in the kinematic case.

Figure 2 shows the network of stations used in the processing. 32 IGS stations were
randomly chosen, the only constraints being that they should track all four major GNSS
constellations on up to three frequencies. The stations were processed in 1-h-long indepen-
dent datasets from day 70–77 of 2021, with a sample interval of 30 s, leading to a total of
6137 individual datasets after filtering out some datasets with missing epochs of observa-
tions. This sample size is considered to be significant enough to allow generalization of
the conclusions and results to assess the performance of the proposed algorithms and to
analyze the impact of the fixing of the third frequency’s ambiguities.
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AREG GOP6 MBAR TID1
ARHT GOPE MKEA TLSG
BRUX HAL1 NLIB ULAB
CRO1 JPLM NYA2 UNB3
CUSV KIRU PARC USUD
DARW LAUT REUN VIS0
DGAR MAR6 SUTM WTZZ
GODS MATE THTG ZAMB

(a) Locations of the stations (b) Names of the stations

Figure 2. IGS stations used in processing.

The kinematic testing is done with a geodetic NovAtel PwrPak7 receiver, which was
placed, along with its antenna, on a rack on top of the roof of a car. The car was driven to
collect two separate datasets, with a sampling rate of 1 Hz: one dataset was collected by
driving close to the York University campus in Toronto, Canada on DOY 337, 2020, and a
second parking lot dataset where the car was driven in an open-sky parking lot on DOY
151, 2021. The ground tracks of the two datasets are shown in Figure 3. A second NovAtel
PwrPak7 receiver was used as a base station at a surveyed location and an RTK (Real Time
Kinematics) solution was generated as a reference solution using the commercial RTK
software NovAtel Inertial Explorer. The baseline for both datasets was kept under 5 km.

(a) Ground track of the first kinematic dataset (b) Ground track of the second kinematic dataset

Figure 3. Ground tracks of datasets used in kinematic processing.

The constellations being processed are GPS, GLONASS, Galileo, and BeiDou-2, with
ambiguities being resolved for GPS, Galileo, and BeiDou-2. BeiDou-3 was not included
in the processing due to satellite bias corrections not being widely available yet, making
ambiguity resolution impossible. In terms of frequencies, L1, L2, and L5 were processed
for GPS, G1, and G2 for GLONASS, E1, E5b, and E5a for Galileo, and B1-2, B2b, and B3 for
BeiDou-2.

Although the IGS stations are static, they are processed as if they were kinematic
without imposing constraints on the receiver’s dynamics. The stations’ position coordinates
are estimated using process noise of 100 km/h. The same process noise is also used for
the two kinematic datasets. For receiver biases, although they tend to only vary by a few
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nanoseconds over a day, their behaviour depends on the temperature, location, and quality
of the receiver, as they could reach relatively high variations [23–25]. To be cautious, the
DCM does not make assumptions on the behaviour of biases and treats them as clock-
like terms, leading to all receiver-related states being estimated as clock-like terms and
treated as white noise processes. Receiver and satellite antenna corrections are corrected
for using the IGS14 ANTEX file [26]. Because the GPS L5 satellite antenna corrections are
not included in the ANTEX file, the corrections on L2 are applied on L5 measurements.
A complete description of the processing strategies adopted for the various estimated
parameters is provided in Table 2. The processing was performed with the in-house PPP
engine developed at York University’s GNSS lab [27,28].

Table 2. Processing strategies.

Parameter Strategy

Receiver coordinates Kinematic mode: estimated with process noise equivalent to 100 km/h
Static mode: estimated as constants

Receiver reference coordinates IGS SINEX positions
Receiver code and phase clocks Estimated as white noise processes
Receiver L2 and L3 phase biases
and IFB Estimated as white noise processes

Tropospheric delay Dry: GMF model and mapping function [29].
Wet: estimated as a random walk process with process noise of 0.05 mm/

√
h

Ionospheric delays Estimated as white noise processes
Ambiguities Estimated as constants on each continuous arc
Elevation angle cut-off 7◦

Satellite orbits and clocks Corrected for using CNES ultra-rapid products [30]
Code and phase biases Corrected for using CNES ultra-rapid observable-specific bias (OSB) products
Weighting strategy Elevation dependent weighting: σ = σ90

a+b sin el with σ90 equal to
0.3 m and 0.003 m for the pseudorange and carrier-phase measurements,
respectively, and el being the elevation angle. a and b were determined
based on a residual and measurement quality analysis.

To allow for PPP processing in general, and ambiguity resolution specifically, satellite
products are required. The products used in this work are provided by Centre National
d’Etudes Spatiales (CNES), in RINEX format. The products are ultra-rapid but provided
in post-processing, meaning that the products would be the same as those used by a
real-time engine. However, instead of doing the processing in real-time, it is done in post-
processing with real-time products. Therefore, the performance in this work is expected
to be same as the performance a real-time user would get. This fact is promising and
increases the importance of the results in this manuscript, as it allows the assessment of the
attainable performance for real-time applications, for example, autonomous vehicles, or
any application interested in real-time use of PPP.

As the model is based on uncombined processing of measurements, the float ambi-
guities are estimated in their uncombined state. These ambiguities, together with their
corresponding covariance matrix, are fed into the mLAMBDA (modified Least-squares AM-
Biguity Decorrelation Adjustment) method [31], which is a more computationally efficient
version of the LAMBDA method introduced in [32]. The uncombined ambiguities are there-
fore fixed to their integer values based on the float ambiguities and their covariances on
each epoch, and all the estimated states are updated based on the fixed integer ambiguities.
For each dataset, the fixing of ambiguities is attempted from the first epoch of processing,
with the fixing only being attempted on satellites with elevation angles above 15 degrees.
The reason for eliminating satellites below that threshold is that such satellites would be
expected to have more multipath, ionospheric refraction and measurement noise, which
would affect the estimation of those satellites’ ambiguities. The fixing of the ambiguities is
validated using a standard ratio test.
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3. Results

The results section consists of two main parts. First, results from the network of
IGS stations are analyzed through a comparison of dual-frequency, triple-frequency, and
mixed dual-/triple-frequency results. The latter results (simultaneous processing of dual-
frequency and triple-frequency satellites) are analyzed in more detail in terms of conver-
gence time and accuracy, with sample results from a single dataset being provided as
well. The second part of the results section focuses on the kinematic vehicle datasets and
analyzes the performance that can be achieved in real kinematic scenarios. Results are
discussed as they are presented, and where applicable, compared to published research.

3.1. Performance Comparison with Dual-, Triple-, and Mixed Dual-/Triple-Frequency Processing

To assess the impact of the frequency combinations on the PPP and PPP-AR results,
the 100th, 95th, and 67th percentiles are computed for both float and fixed horizontal
and vertical errors. The results are presented in Figure 4 in the form of time series. The
horizontal dashed lines refer to the convergence threshold defined in this work as the time
it takes to reach and settle below a 10 cm horizontal error for the rest of the dataset. The
horizontal convergence times corresponding to Figure 4 are summarized in Figure 5.

Multiple observations can be made from Figures 4 and 5. Firstly, let us discuss the
triple-frequency results to highlight the importance of processing and fixing a combination
of dual- and triple-frequency satellites. The triple-frequency results appear to perform
worse than dual-frequency and dual-/triple-frequency results, for both float and fixed
solutions. The reason behind this behaviour is that the triple-frequency result excludes any
satellite that does not have measurements on all three frequencies simultaneously. This
exclusion means that only GPS-IIF and GPS-III satellites are processed for example, and
GLONASS is not included in the processing as all of its satellites are dual-frequency. The
histogram of the number of satellites for all three frequency combinations is shown in
Figure 6. The graph is based on all epochs from all datasets, and indicates the distribution
of the number of satellites overall. Given that the dual-/triple-frequency processing mode
includes both dual- and triple-frequency satellites, the number of satellites distributions
between the dual-frequency mode and dual-/triple-frequency mode are completely over-
lapping. On average, there are 13 satellites being processed in the triple-frequency mode, as
opposed to 23 satellites in dual-(/triple-)frequency mode. This discrepancy in the number
of satellites explains the worse performance in the triple-frequency-only results.

The triple-frequency results show worse performance from the AR solution at the
100th and 95th percentiles. The reason is that there are certain datasets for which a very
low number of satellites is being tracked on all three frequencies simultaneously, leading to
poor satellite geometry as well. Some of the problematic datasets are removed in the 95th
percentile results, while most are removed when looking at the 67th percentile. The latter
shows a decrease in the horizontal convergence time from 11 min for the float solution to
8 min for the fixed solution. The convergence time of the vertical solution was not impacted
by AR, owing to the limited impact of AR on the vertical component.
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(e) 67th percentile horizontal errors (f) 67th percentile vertical errors

Figure 4. Time series comparison of 100th, 95th, and 67th percentile horizontal and vertical errors
for dual-frequency, triple-frequency, and mixed dual-/triple-frequency combinations both with and
without ambiguity resolution. Horizontal dashed lines represent convergence threshold.

Figure 5. Horizontal convergence time for dual-frequency, triple-frequency, and mixed dual-/triple-
frequency results with and without AR at 100th, 95th, and 67th percentiles. Convergence time
statistics correspond to results in Figure 4.
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Figure 6. Histogram of number of satellites being processed in dual-frequency, triple-frequency, and
mixed dual-/triple-frequency processing. Graph is based on all epochs from all datasets. “dual” and
“dual/triple” histograms are overlapping.

When comparing the dual-frequency and mixed dual-/triple-frequency results, the
addition of the third frequency does not seem to have any significant impact on the float
solutions. Indeed, when comparing the dual-frequency and dual-/triple-frequency results,
both float solutions have centimetre or even millimetre-level differences at all percentiles
for both the horizontal and vertical components. This observation hints that the additional
pseudorange and carrier-phase measurements do not provide significantly new information
that would help the estimation of the various PPP states, as opposed to, e.g., adding a
satellite to the processing, which would improve the satellite geometry and provide a new
set of independent measurements.

However, despite the third frequency having a limited impact on the float solutions,
its impact on the fixed solutions is more noticeable. Adding a third frequency to the
dual-frequency fixed solutions improves performance, especially when it comes to the
convergence of the solution. At the 100th percentile for example, not only does the hori-
zontal convergence time decrease from 9 min to 7.5 min, but the initial errors decrease as
well from 60 cm to 36 cm on the first epoch. The same levels of improvement are noticed
at lower percentiles for the horizontal error, with the convergence time decreasing from
7 min to 5.5 min at the 95th percentile, and from 3.5 min to 2 min at the 67th percentile.
The initial horizontal error decreases from 55 cm to 32 cm at the 95th percentile, and from
38 cm to 20 cm at the 67th percentile. The improvements in the fixed solution with the
addition of the third frequency are attributed to the fixing becoming more reliable. Indeed,
the ambiguities from the same satellite are correlated, which means that adding a third
ambiguity for a satellite would lead to more reliable and accurate fixing of the ambiguities,
as was similarly discussed in [33]. The impact of the third frequency on the ambiguity
success rate for one of the kinematic datasets will be discussed in Figure 10.

In terms of the vertical component, the addition of the third frequency appears to have
a limited effect on both the float and fixed solutions. For the float solutions, millimetre-level
differences are seen between dual-frequency and mixed dual-/triple-frequency solutions.
As described above for the horizontal solutions, this behaviour is attributed to the limited
information provided by the third frequency to the state estimation. The improvements
from the third frequency come from the addition of another ambiguity to fix, which
is correlated to the first and second frequency ambiguities. However, its effect is very
limited for the vertical component. The vertical convergence time at the 100th percentile
decreases from 11.5 min to 11 min, while decreasing from 9 min to 8.5 min at the 95th
percentile, and from 4 min to 3.5 min at the 67th percentile. The limited impact of AR
on the vertical component’s convergence was also noticed in [19,34]. However, there are
still improvements that can be noticed in the initial epochs, as the third frequency helps
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reduce the vertical errors before convergence. For instance, at the 100th percentile, the dual-
frequency solution’s 124 cm initial error decreases to 90 cm with the dual-/triple-frequency
solution. At the 95th percentile, the initial error decreases from 109 cm to 78 cm, while it
decreases at the 67th percentile from 62 cm to 40 cm.

3.2. Mixed Dual-/Triple-Frequency Performance Analysis

The previous section showed the benefits of simultaneously processing and fixing
dual- and triple-frequency satellites. The current section focuses on the dual- and triple-
frequency solution and analyzes its convergence time and accuracy performance in more
detail. The horizontal and vertical convergence time and rms (root mean square error) for
the dual-/triple-frequency solution are summarized in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. 100th, 95th, and 67th percentile horizontal and vertical convergence times and rms for
solution combining dual-frequency and triple-frequency satellites, with and without AR.

As discussed in the previous section, looking at lower percentiles eliminates outlier
solutions and gives a better idea on the distribution of the performance. For instance, the
benefits of ambiguity resolution on up to three frequencies are clear on the horizontal
convergence time. When fixing ambiguities, at the 1-sigma (67th percentile), the solutions
converge to and stay below one decimetre within 2 min, with a 73% improvement compared
to that of the float solution. This result shows that it is possible to approach RTK levels
of performance in terms of convergence time using only global corrections. Horizontal
accuracy is also significantly improved as, at the 1-sigma (67th percentile), the rms reaches
3.2 cm. Note that this rms value is computed over the whole hour of processing and that
it includes the initial convergence period. The accuracies after convergence are below
1 cm. These results could be improved with the inclusion of BeiDou-3, as well as the
fourth Galileo frequency. However, the effect of AR is limited when it comes to the vertical
component when looking at the 100th and 95th percentiles, as the improvements to the
convergence time and rms are not as significant as for the horizontal component. Though
at the 67th percentile, the vertical convergence time sees a 46% improvement to reach
3.5 min. Similar conclusions are valid for the vertical rms, as the vertical positions are not
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as accurate as the horizontal ones. The better performance of the horizontal metrics is
attributed to the fact that it is harder to estimate the vertical component due to the visible
satellites all being distributed above the antenna (and the surface of the Earth).

To understand the effect of AR and of the third frequency at the dataset level, Figure 8
shows the distribution of the convergence time based on all the datasets. Only one float
histogram is shown, as the performance of both dual-frequency and mixed dual-/triple-
frequency float solutions is very similar.

Figure 8. Float, dual-frequency fixed, and mixed dual-/triple-frequency fixed histogram of horizontal
convergence time of all processed datasets.

Figure 8 shows clear improvements when fixing ambiguities compared to the float
solution: the histograms get shifted to the left of the x-axis, with datasets converging
sooner and with the mean of the histogram becoming smaller. A large portion of the
fixed results converge within the first few minutes, as opposed to the float results, for
which the majority converge within 10 min. More specifically, only 0.1% of float solutions
converge instantaneously, compared to 7% for the fixed dual-frequency solutions, and 14%
for the dual-/triple-frequency solutions. Similarly, only 0.2% of float solutions converge
within a minute, as opposed to 12% for the fixed dual-frequency solutions, and 21% for the
dual-/triple-frequency solutions. These results show that fixing ambiguities on as many
frequencies as possible brings PPP closer to global instantaneous convergence, as fixing
more frequencies leads to faster convergence at the dataset level. To further highlight the
impact of the third frequency at the dataset level, one sample result is shown in Figure 9
for station GODS in Greenbelt, USA.

First, Figure 9 shows the similar performance between both dual-frequency and dual-
/triple-frequency float solutions. Both solutions are overlapping with minimal differences,
as was noticed in the average results using all datasets. The triple-frequency solution
appears to perform worse than its dual(/triple)-frequency counterpart. As was explained
in Figure 6, the reason behind this difference is the fewer number of satellites broadcasting
on three frequencies. Figure 9b shows the number of satellites broadcasting on two and
three frequencies and the evolution of the numbers over one day. In the case of triple-
frequency processing, all dual-frequency-only satellites are rejected, leading to the number
of satellites corresponding to the orange line and dropping as low as 4 satellites at around
4 am. Including both dual- and triple-frequency satellites leads to the number of satellites
being the sum of both blue and orange graphs.
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Figure 9. (a) Dual-frequency, triple-frequency, and mixed dual-/triple-frequency 3D errors for station GODS, on DOY 72,
2021 between UTC hours 5 and 6, and (b) number of satellites with two and three frequencies at station GODS on DOY 72,
2021.

When looking at the fixed solutions, the triple-frequency solution performs the worst
out of the three, as it uses a lower number of satellites. However, when comparing
dual-frequency and dual-/triple-frequency results, the benefits of the third frequency
become obvious. The 3D convergence time of the dual-/triple-frequency solution reaches
1.5 min, compared to 3 min for that of the dual-frequency solution. This reduction in the
convergence time is a direct consequence of the third frequency, since it helps quicken the
correct fixing of the ambiguities due to the correlation between ambiguities from the same
satellite. After convergence, all accuracies are relatively similar, showing that most of the
benefits from the additional frequency are in the form of faster convergence and smaller
position errors before convergence. The fluctuations in the solutions after convergence
are due to the receiver coordinates being estimated in kinematic mode, leading to noise
affecting the position estimates.

3.3. Kinematic Automotive Data Results

While it is important to assess the performance of the proposed algorithm with static
IGS data, it is equally important to do the assessment with various test scenarios. In this
case, the focus is on kinematic data using geodetic hardware. Two datasets are collected,
as shown with their ground tracks in Figure 3 and processed in dual-frequency and dual-
/triple-frequency modes. The triple-frequency processing is omitted as its limitations were
established in the previous sections. Figure 10 shows the results for the first suburban
dataset.

Figure 10a,b show the improvements from both ambiguity resolution and the third
frequency. The horizontal float solution (being the same in both dual-frequency and dual-
/triple-frequency) converges below a decimetre after 24.5 min and has an overall rms of
12.5 cm. These statistics are greatly improved when fixing ambiguities in dual-frequency
mode, as the convergence time decreases to 0.5 min, with an overall rms of 3.2 cm. The
results improve further when fixing the third frequency, as instantaneous convergence
is achieved with an overall rms of 1.5 cm. This level of performance is comparable to
RTK and is impressive given that only ultra-rapid global orbits, clocks and biases are
used in the processing. The improvements from the third frequency in this case appear
in the form of correct fixing in the initial epochs when the ambiguities tend to not be
estimated well enough to be fixed correctly. This impact on the correct fixing of ambiguities
is shown in Figure 10d which shows the ambiguity success rate [35] for both frequency
combinations: adding a third frequency leads to an increase of the success rate of the
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ambiguities, especially during the initial epochs of processing, allowing for instantaneous
convergence.
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Figure 10. Float and fixed dual-frequency and dual-/triple-frequency horizontal (a) and vertical (b) errors, number of
satellites per frequency (c), and ambiguity success rate (d) for the first kinematic dataset collected near York University on
DOY 337, 2020.

As was the case with the IGS data, the vertical component in this case is not estimated
as well as the horizontal component. The variations in the float solution, which has an rms
of 7.8 cm, are reduced when fixing the ambiguities, as the rms of the dual-frequency fixed
solution is reduced to 4.7 cm, to be further reduced to 3 cm for the dual-/triple-frequency
fixed solution. The higher variations that are seen in both horizontal and vertical errors
after 20 min are due to the car being driven in a high-multipath area, with buildings on
both sides of the road. The effect of the signal blockages on the number of satellites can be
seen in Figure 10c.

While the effect of the third frequency is relatively limited for this first dataset, it is
more noticeable when looking at the second dataset, which was collected in an open-sky
parking lot. The results from the processing are summarized in Figure 11.

In the same fashion as for the first kinematic dataset, only one float solution is shown
due to both float solutions being very similar in performance. The horizontal float solution
takes a relatively long time of 35 min to converge to the decimetre-level in this case with an
overall rms of 36.4 cm. Similarly to the first dataset, fixing the dual-frequency ambiguities
allows for better accuracies to be reached sooner, as the solution converges within 2.7 min,
with an accuracy of 32.4 cm. The relatively high rms value is due to the errors being
relatively high before convergence, as the rms after convergence is 1 cm. The convergence
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time is further decreased to 51 s when fixing the third frequency as well, with a total rms
of 5 cm, and an rms after convergence of 1 cm. A similar performance is noticed with
the vertical component, as the rms after 5 min reaches 17 cm, 1.7 cm, and 1.9 cm for the
float, fixed dual-frequency, and fixed dual-/triple-frequency solutions, respectively, with
convergence times of 34 min, 2.7 min, and 51 s, respectively.
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(a) Horizontal error (b) Vertical error
Figure 11. Float and fixed dual-frequency and dual-/triple-frequency horizontal (a) and vertical (b) errors for open sky
kinematic dataset collected near York University on DOY 151, 2021. Car is static in the first 7 min, and kinematic in the rest
of dataset.

4. Discussion

The analysis of the impact of the third frequency on PPP and PPP-AR with a flexible
model was not shown in the literature. Analysis involving multiple frequencies tends to be
focused on comparing only satellites with the same number of frequencies (for example
Galileo, or GPS-IIF) [9,17,18,36]. In this manuscript, a comprehensive performance analysis
is done by not rejecting satellites that only broadcast on two frequencies, allowing for
the processing of many healthy satellites that would be otherwise rejected. This flexible
processing allows for a realistic assessment of PPP performance in the current multi-GNSS
multi-frequency context, and it proves the benefits of including as many satellites as
available, as PPP performance is further improved compared to a solution where only
dual-frequency or only triple-frequency satellites are processed.

The impact of simultaneous processing and fixing of dual-frequency and triple-
frequency satellites is demonstrated. On the one hand, given that not all satellites broadcast
on three frequencies, allowing for the mix of dual- and triple-frequency measurements
leads to an increase of the number of processed satellites, as opposed to rejecting satellites
without a third frequency. On the other hand, the addition of a third frequency is shown
to improve the PPP-AR solutions. This improvement is attributed to the fixing becoming
more reliable. For instance, the addition of the third frequency allows for the formation of
the extra-widelane (EWL) ambiguity, which has metre-level wavelength and can be fixed
instantaneously. Being able to fix the EWL helps in the fixing of the widelane ambiguity,
which in turn helps the fixing of the narrowlane. Ref. [37] demonstrated the improve-
ments that the third frequency ambiguities bring to the correct fixing of the narrowlane
ambiguities based on simulated GPS data.

Limited impact is noticed from the addition of a third frequency on the PPP float
solutions. Similar observations on the limited effect of additional frequencies on the float
solution were noticed in [36] using the BeiDou constellation and the effect of the third
frequency was expected to be more significant in the case of poor measurement quality.
The limited effect of the third frequency was also mentioned in [19], where the Galileo
constellation was used, and in [9] where multiple constellations were processed. Despite
this limited effect of the third frequency measurements on the float solutions, it is important
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not to reject any satellite with only two frequencies, as that would lead to the performance
seen in the triple-frequency results.

The proposed algorithms are also tested on datasets collected with geodetic hardware
placed on a car. The vehicle results, shown in the previous section, demonstrate the benefits
of processing a mix of dual- and triple-frequency measurements from all four major GNSS
constellations. Doing so opens the door to instantaneous precise positioning that only
requires globally estimated satellite products. The analysis of the impact of PPP-AR in
general, and multi-frequency PPP-AR specifically, on vehicle datasets is limited in the
literature. For instance, ref. [38] analyzed the performance of a triple-frequency four-
constellation solution where only triple-frequency satellites were processed and where
the average number of satellites was 12. The solution achieved rms of 0.29 m, 0.35 m,
and 0.77 m in the east, north, and up components, respectively, although only widelane
and extra-widelane ambiguities were fixed. Ref. [39] analyzed the impact of an inertial
navigation system (INS) on PPP-AR re-convergence using GPS and GLONASS on two
frequencies, and was able to achieve convergence (time to first fix (TTFF)) in approximately
30 min. Ref. [40] achieved 0.23 m, 0.27 m, and 0.46 m rms in the east, north, and up
components, though only the BeiDou constellation was used, and only widelane and extra-
widelane ambiguities were fixed. This brief literature review highlights the importance of
the kinematic results in this manuscript, as narrowlane ambiguities are fixed in addition to
widelane and extra-widelane, in a model that is able to process and fix dual- and triple-
frequency measurements from all major GNSS constellations. This flexibility and capability
allow for instantaneous centimetre-level positioning within seconds to tens of seconds.

5. Conclusions

Ambiguity resolution proved to be an important tool to level-up PPP towards in-
stantaneous centimetre positioning. With all the frequencies being broadcast from all the
major constellations in orbit, ambiguity resolution can be made to be more successful,
especially during initial epochs of processing, bringing the PPP convergence time down.
In this manuscript, a flexible multi-GNSS triple-frequency uncombined Decoupled Clock
Model is introduced. Given that all satellites do not broadcast on three frequencies, as
some only support two frequencies, the DCM was altered to be able to process and fix
both dual-frequency and triple-frequency satellites simultaneously. This simultaneous
processing requires careful handling of the PPP states and of the reference satellite, as the
latter has to contain as many frequencies as the maximum number of frequencies being
available in all satellites.

The algorithm was first tested on static IGS data processed in kinematic mode, which
showed that convergence below a decimetre for the horizontal component is possible within
2 min of processing at the 1-sigma (67th percentile). After convergence, the horizontal
rms reaches 1 cm, while the vertical rms reaches 2 cm. The third frequency is found to
have a limited impact on the float solution, as most of its benefits are in the form of more
successful ambiguity fixing during convergence, allowing for centimetre accuracies to be
achieved faster; though the effect of both ambiguity resolution and the third frequency is
relatively limited when it comes to the vertical component. The algorithm was also tested
on kinematic data collected by driving a car in two different scenarios. The results show
that quasi-instantaneous centimetre positioning is possible even with a moving receiver,
as one dataset reached and stayed at 1 cm horizontal error for the whole duration of the
dataset, while the other dataset managed to do so after 51 s. Though it was noticed that
the environment can still have an impact on the level of noise in the position estimates, in
high-multipath areas, for example.

The work in this manuscript is novel in the fact that, rather than discarding satellites
broadcasting only on two frequencies as is typically done, those satellites are included in
the processing, alongside triple-frequency satellites. Doing so allows for improvements in
the geometry, but also more reliable fixing of ambiguities. Having this flexible processing is
shown to provide significant improvements compared to a dual-frequency-only or a triple-
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frequency-only solution. The importance of this work is confirmed by the results, as they
show that global instantaneous centimetre-level positioning is possible, even with vehicle
data. Indeed, these results are based on ultra-rapid products generated from a global
network, without the use of any local information. These results open the door for PPP
to be used in real-time applications that require precise positioning, such as autonomous
driving.

The results are expected to further improve by adding additional frequencies, such as
Galileo’s E6 signal, or with the addition of BeiDou-3, which are all intended as future work.
By doing so, it is expected that the results would improve even further, with more datasets
being able to converge instantaneously. When it comes to kinematic datasets, the results
can be further improved through careful handling of the multipath errors in areas where it
would affect the positioning accuracy.
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